VERTICAL BLINDS
FIND YOUR STYLE

CLASSIC BUT VOGUE
THE VERTICAL BLIND COLLECTION
Lush fabrics paired with our sleek Slimline Vogue® headrail has turned
this traditional blind into a sophisticated shading solution.

Our made to measure Vertical blinds
can be drawn neatly to the side to offer
you unlimited views, or the louvres
can be rotated to allow just the right
amount of light into the room to
maintain an element of privacy.
Wide windows or narrow, the versatility
of vertical blinds make them an ideal
shading solution for any window.
Create something special with a
sophisticated, lustrous jacquard or an
eyecatching print or keep things simple
at the window for a minimalist interior
with our neutral textures and recycled
content plains.
Recognised as a leading global
supplier of high quality window blind
systems and beautifully diverse fabrics
which combine style with practical
benefits, Louvolite is proud to innovate,
design and manufacture in the UK,
ensuring reliable window blinds for
your home.

Argent Mercury
Olive Eden

STYLE
TIP
Need a bedroom blind?
Look at our blockout
fabrics, they let less light
in and enhance your
privacy.

*Blockout fabric does not create a fully blackout blind, there will be lightstrike at the edge of the blind.

B OTA N I C A L

G LO B A L I N F L U E N C E

J A PA N D I
WIDE WINDOWS

MID - CENTURY MODERN

INSPIRATION
INTERIOR TRENDS

LO U N G E

K I TC H E N / D I N I N G

Our designers are tasked with putting together an
international fabric collection so our inspiration
comes from all over the world.
We research a number of sources and influences
when looking at trends: trade shows for fashion,
textile and interior design, blogs, social media
platforms, looking at social and cultural influences
so that we can gain a feel for the needs of different
market places.

B AT H R O O M

It’s also essential to monitor the fashion runways, as
the trends filter down from the catwalk to the world
of interiors. This way we cover all bases and can
create a collection for everyone.

BEDROOM

VA L E N C I A
DUCKEGG

L AY E R S A N D T E X T U R E S
Introducing textures is one of the easiest ways to transform a room. They add visual weight and will bring depth
and dimension to your space. It’s often about layering and switching up colours, without overcrowding, to create
warmth and a sense of cosiness. Why not try a textured blind fabric to dress your windows? Textured blinds add
style and character to any room in the home and look fantastic all year round.

Matrix Calico

TERRAZZO
GOLD

Argent Copper

Collina Diamond Dust

ICE
WHITE

BRUSHED
ALUMINIUM

SLIMLINE
VOGUE®
COLOURS

ICE W H IT E

BRUSH ED A L U M I N I U M

Valencia
Windsor
Muted
Forest
Duckegg
Pine

CH A M PA GNE G OL D

FINISHING TOUCHES
Available in a range of six contemporary colours, Slimline Vogue® is our UK
designed and manufactured premium operating system that can co-ordinate or
contrast with your fabric.
ESP RESSO BR OW N

For a contemporary aesthetic there’s the option of ‘sewn in’ weights and ‘gravity
weights’, removing the need for chain and finishing off your blind perfectly.

A NT H RA CIT E G R E Y

Reverie Basalt, Gravity Weights

Crush London Slate, Sewn Weights

BL A CK

BLACK

Chatsworth Grey

FABRICS THAT ARE EXTRA
ADDED BENEFITS FOR YOU AND YOUR HOME
Some areas of your home need more consideration when it comes to decor,
these treated blinds improve your home without you having to worry about it.

As part of our collection we offer various fabrics that are stylish yet practical. Their specific
treatment or properties make them highly functional in areas of high contact or moisture.
Ultra-Fresh* offers proven protection from microbial attack by controlling the growth of unwanted
microbes. When treated with Ultra-Fresh* the fabric provides protection against the growth of
odour causing bacteria, fungi, mildew and moulds. It also prevents stains that can be caused by
bacteria and fungi resulting in fabric that is fresher and cleaner for longer.
Ultra-Fresh* and moisture resistant fabrics are great for kitchens and bathrooms.

PROTECTION
AGAINST BACTERIA

*Ultra-Fresh is a trademark of Thomson Research Associates, Canada

Chatsworth Navy

REVERIE
B A S A LT

M O I S T U R E R E S I S TA N T FA B R I C S
Usually a smaller room, bathrooms pack serious styling potential. Reverie and Marble fabrics are practical for high
moisture spaces while manipulating light levels and setting the mood to make this ordinary room, a very beautiful one.

SAFE AND HYGENIC
W I T H C A R N I VA L
The need for areas where people gather to be
more safe and hygenic has become more essential
in recent years.
Louvolite offers an additional layer of protection
with Louvolite CoronaSafe™ treated Carnival and
Carnival Blackout fabrics.
The unique formula offers proven protection
eliminating 99% of coronavirus from the fabric’s
surface within an hour. An hour!
Available in a stunning array of colours, this plain
fabric range - also treated with Ultra-Fresh - will
look great in your home while helping to prevent
any viral spread, so you can enjoy time with your
family and friends.
Fancy a print over a plain, then have a look at our
Como, Cotton Flower and Olive fabric ranges.

Carnival Willow

MOTORISATION
A N D S M A R T A C T I V AT I O N

VOICE
ACTIVATION
REMOTE
CONTROL

THE
APP

HOME
AUTOMATION

Effortlessly control light with One
Touch® motorisation. Combining
function, style and convenience,
motorisation allows you to let light
in when you want it and provides
privacy when you need it.
Use remote control, voice activation
with Google Home, home
automation with Control4 or app
control on your smart devices to
rotate the louvres 0° to 180°. Use the
wand to fully draw open or closed.

Bamboo Pacific

The app, available for iOS and
Android, is connected to your
motorised blinds through your wifi. It
provides additional options such as
multi room control and the ability to
set timers and daily schedules, which
is great for energy saving or so your
home looks occupied even when
you’re not there.
Sometimes the little things are the
big things and Louvolite One Touch®
makes life more convenient, safe,
and enjoyable.

FUSS FREE
I N S TA L L
No wiring needed with the Vogue rechargeable
motor. It fits onto the end of the track with the motor
concealed discreetly behind, making motorised
vertical blinds easy to install without disruption to
your interior decor.

Tiree Blackout Rice

Windsor Soothing Grey

View the full collection by visiting your local stockist or our website, where you can order complimentary fabric samples.

www.louvolite.com

